Soledad Prisoners’ Mothers Plead for Justice and Help
By VICTOR JANG
Daily Slime-Ries Writer
Three women came to SJS Monday,
with an accusation that the justice system of Monterey County and the penal
system of California are railroading
murder charges against their sons.
Mrs. Doris Maxwell, Mrs. Georgia
Jackson and Mrs. Inez Williams have
sons in Soledad Prison, currently under
Indictment for the murder of prison
guard John Mills on Jan. 16.
The women charge that their sons
have been the victims of arbitrary
judgment and ill-treatment by authorities and that a fair trial has been made
impossible by authorities.
The history of the charges stems
from an original incident on Jan. 13
with the killing of three Black men
by a White prison guard. Three days
after that, another guard. Mills, was
killed, beaten and thrown down three
floors by unknown assailants.
Yesterday, three Black prisoners,
George Lester Jackson, Fleeta Drumgoe and John Cluchette, entered pleas
of "not guilty" to what the mothers
claim are trumped-up charges.
"Our lawyers have been silenced
with contempt of court threats," said
Mrs. Maxwell (mother of John Cluchette t. "They can’t say a thing out of

court. . . whatever has to he said, we
have to say; they haven’t restrained

Each of the three, according to the
women, was kept in isolation for the
days.
maximum sentence 29
"My son’s hands are Black but inside the palms they were blue from
the cold," reported Mrs. Maxwell.
During visiting hours, the prisoners
are kept in leather hand, waist and leg
cuffs.

middle of the night and pulled People
out of their beds to question them,"
continued Mrs. Maxwell. ’They took

-They told us it’s common practice,"
said Mrs. Jackson, "but they got prisoners who are not Black who have
killed and stabbed other inmates, and
they are not cuffed."
Private conversations between the
prisoners and their mothers and lawyers are not allowed, she added.
"When we speak too softly for the
two guards, they threaten to terminate
our visit," continued Mrs. Maxwell.
"They can’t even write notes to their
lawyers because their hands are kept
cuffed."

MRS. INEZ WILLIAMS
Especially disconcerting to the mothers, they said, is the harshness with
which their sons, prisoners to begin
with, are treated, as if they were already found guilty.

"Anything they want to do to the
prisoners, they are free to do," complained Mrs. Jackson, "My son complained of a toothache and when he
persisted, they put him in confinement."
According to the women, the state
has very little basis for the charges.
"They went from cell to cell in the

MRS. GEORGIA JACKSON
my son because he happened to know
all three of the men killed."
The women then blasted the court
system of Monterey County.
"They
rushed
the arraignments
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through on 24 -hour notice to us," exclaimed Mrs. Jackson. "We couldn’t
get any lawyer to come up from LA.
for less than $10,000.
-All the prisoners who could testify
for our sons have been transferred to
different parts of the state and we
need money to round them up."
The women have sought help from
the American Civil Liberties Union, the
NAACP, and the office of the Governor - - all with negative results.
"We want more than justice for our
sons," pleaded Mrs. Williams. "We
want a thorough investigation of the
penal system at Soledad."
The circumstances which brought
prisoners to Soledad in the first place
are disputed by the mothers.
Cluchette was caught with stolen
property he had knowingly purchased,
his mother said. On the advice of his
lawyer, he pleaded guilty to second
degree burglary and ended up in Soledad.
Drumgoe, Mrs. William’s son, was
picked up for armed robbery, though
Mrs. Williams contends he was merely
unwittingly driving the get -a-way car.
"Our lawyer looked like he was with
us until the last minute, then he
dropped the case," she complained. "We
even had a witness."

Hundreds of students expressed support for fired psychology professor Dr.
Eldred E. Rutherford yesterday at an
all-college convocation in the College
Union.

Roger Olsen, SJS Senior, Elected
Chief Justice in Judiciary Session
Roger Olsen, senior psychology major,
was elected Chief Justice of the Associated Students (A.S.) Judiciary in a
closed session Monday.
A former A.S. Attorney General,
Olsen succeeds interim Chief Justice
Matsuo Furuyama.
Olsen was selected by Judiciary
members to hold the office until May.
Prior to Olsen’s election an informal
discussion session was held. Don Du Shane, college judicial referral agent,
addressed the Judiciary.
Dean of Students Robert S. Martin
has received unfavorable comments
about Judiciary operations during the

last few months, DuShane explained.
To prevent the administration from
stepping in, he suggested that the
Juidicary should work on getting meetings started on time and fulfilling a
quorum at each meeting.
DuShane added that cases brought
before Judiciary should he decided on
whether the charges against the defendants are true, not on philosophies. He
explained his statement with an example.
"If a student is charged with stealing
from the bookstore, you (the Judiciary)
should decide whether he is guilty or
not. You should not use the excuse that

Recruiting Talks Re-Set
A scheduled debate between corporation spokesmen and members of the
United Front Against War Related Recruiting has been postponed.
A United Front spokesman said late
yesterday afternoon that some type of
rally would be held in Morris Dailey
Auditorium at 12:30 p.m. today in spite
of the debate postponement.
The debate was to have taken place
this afternoon but has been rescheduled
for Wednesday, April 15.
Dr. Edward W. (’lements, placement
director said yesterday that he has
been unable to locate corporation representatives who could be on campus
this afternoon.
"We’ve done our best. We’ve been
calling since Net week. We thought for
a while that it was all set, and then we
got cancellations," he stated.
However, Dr. Clements said he has
obtained verification that two corporation spokesmen will definitely be at

SJS to participate in a debate April
15, and he expects to have a third
soon.
IBM and the SJS Business Department will be represented in the debate.
George Coover, western regional
manager of college relations and recruiting for GE, will be one of the
debaters.
The faculty representative is Dr.
Constantine Denallis, instructor of
business.
Either John Burwald of Standard
Oil or John Hurley of Del Monte will
probably be the other corporation representative.
The SJS Student Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam
(SMC) is planning a one-day strike, a
massive rally, and a march through
downtown San Jose for the same (lay
as the debate (April 15).
However, the SMC and the United
Front have not yet had time to correlate the two plans.

the articles he stole were out in the
open where it would be easy to take
them," he said.
During the informal session, Olsen
also remarked that Judiciary should
insure that eases are open to the entire
college community. "The court’s calendar should be public," he said.
"Cases before the Judiciary should be
made public before they are acted
upon," he added.
Bill Johnson, associate professor of
economics, and Reggie Toren, associate
justice, suggested that Judiciary hold a
15 minute study session before each
formal meeting of the Judiciary.
The Judiciary concurred that efforts
should be made to obtain a legal secretary to keep minutes of meetings and
official records.
Frank Haber, associate justice, stated
that Judiciary does not have a budget
from the Associated Students. Therefore, the judicial branch has no means
of paying someone for this position.
The Judiciary will meet again on
Monday, March 30, at 3:45 in the
Council Chambers of the College Union.

’Future Millionaires’
To Hold Discussion
Can you imagine yourself as the
president of a large corporation with
an annual income of over a million
dollars before the age of 40?
Well, if you can, the Young Presidents’ Organization will hold a panel
discussion tomorrow in Ed 100 front
9:45 a.m. to 12 p.m.
The program is sponsored by the
School of Business as an effort to
continue communication between the
business and college communities.

Mage Claims Policy Violations
Dr. David T. Mage, president of
Federation
American
of Teachers
(AFT) and assistant professor of
chemical engineering, will make his
second appearance before the Disciplinary Action Committee tomorrow from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
He is charged by the Chemical Engineering Department, headed by Dr.
Robert Johnk, with unprofessional conduct and other charges related to the
AFT strike last year.
According to Dr. Mage, numerous administration policies have been violated
so far in connection with the hearing
procedures.
The hearing procedures reqiiire the

approval of the majority vote of the
faculty which is interpreted to mean
50 per cent of the faculty had to vote,
said Mage. However, stated Mage, the
Disciplinary Action Procedures were
approved by less than a majority of the
faculty.
"The procedures have not been implemented. The administration has ignored
this and insisted on the hearings
way," declared Mage.
Panel member challenging which Is
permissible was not allowed by the
chairman of the Disciplinary Action
Panel, Dr. Raymond Stanley, Mage
charged.
Dr. Mage added that if he should he
found guilty, appeals will be filed for

numerous violations of hearing procedures.
"I will be writing a book at the conclusions of these hearings entitled
’Malice in Blunderland’," concluded Dr.
Mage.

Hearing Postponed
The hearing of the S-IS Grievance
Committee icheditled for I p.m. today
has

!WWII

piedpioneal until March 30. Dr.

Leon I.Pe, chairman of the committee,
granted the postponement at the request of Chancellor Glenn S. pumice.
who k unable to attend nt this time.
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MRS. DORIS MAXWELL
been organized enough to call pre,s
conferences or start fund drives.
"All we want to (10," pleaded Mrs.
Jackson, -is tell as many people ale
possible right now."

Students Vigorously
Support Rutherford
By CRAIG TURNER
Daily Assistant Editor

No. 87

Four area lawyers hese agreed to
take the ease but they need expense
money. The a-omen said they have not

Although Atine students vigorously
called for stronger action, the overwhelming emphasis of the speakers
favored a measured ordered response
through proper channels.
Dr. Rutherford, who led a faculty
strike last year, has been stripped of
his tenure and was fired by Chancellor
Glenn S. Dumke last month.
SOMETIMES HEATED
AS. President James Edwards, moderating the sometimes heated discussion, emphasized that the constitution
was to educate the students to the
situation.
About a dozen people approached
the microphones to address the audience, which ran as high as 500 during
the two hour meeting.
Dr. C. M. (Mac) Larsen, member of
the statewide academic senate, as well
as the SJS Academic Council, outlined
the tact the college will take in attempting to get Dr. Rutherford reinstated:
"We’ve focused on the March 24-25
meeting of the trustees ... We’ve sent
copies of our telegram to Chancellor
Dumke to the trintees. We’ll have a
delegation down there and we’ll present
our petition." Larsen also said the
statewide academic senate has launched
an investigation, and there are hopes
that the American Association of University Professors may conduct a similar probe.

PLAN OF ACTIONC. M. (Mac) Larsen, center, a member of the statewide academic senate and the SJS academic council, and Randy Kern,
right, A.S. Personnel Officer, yesterday gave plans of action for faculty
and students respectively concerning the firing of Dr. E:dred Rutherford.
A.S. President James Edwards, left, acted as moderator at the convocation.

A.C. Member Replaced
Mike Rutz, one of seven at -large
Academic Council student representatives, is being replaced by SJS student
Tony Ching. Mike Rutz, a Berkeley
resident, is not eligible for a position
on Academic Council this semester,
according to Director of Academic Affairs and Academic Council member
Grady Robertson.
"Those candidates not elected Ito
Academic Council I but who receive not
less than 10 per cent of the votes .
shall be alternates who will succeed to
vacancies," states the By-Laws of the
SJS Academic Council.
It was discovered earlier this semester that Rutz was not officially enrolled at SJS. Academic Council ByLaw 1.7, "There shall be seven students
elected at -large to serve on the Academic Council." provides students only
serve on the Academic Council.
Rolxirtson said apparently Rutz was
registered as an SJS student last
semester, following his elections to
Academic Council last spring. As an
at -large student representative, Rutz
was a voting member of the Academic
Council.
The situation of Rutz’s ineligibility
and replacement was not ’quieted’
Robertson said. "Ile (Rutz) did not
say he was not registered," stated the
A.S. director of academie affairs. There
was no ’behind-the-seene’ maneuvering
to replace Rutz "that I {move of," added
Robertson.
The AS. director of academic affairs
says the process for replacing a variant
position on the Academic Council is
virtually automatic

Academic Couneil By-Law 1.8 speeiDes this process; "The elected student
members on the Academic Council shall
be chosen by the Student Body in the
same manner as student officers are
elected. Those candidates not elected
hut who receive not less than 10 per
cent of the votes cast in the student
body election shall be alternates who
will succeed to vancancies in the order
of number of votes received.

Financial Crisis
Looms for A.S.
d 1 oca telt for the mai..
If money
ty of the requests at today’s a
Council meeting, then there will b
little money left for allocations the
rest of the year, according to Chairman John Mem
The meeting will be held at 3:30
p.m. in the Council Chambers of the
College Union.
Five council appointments will be
voted on at the meeting. Chairman
John Merz has acquired or is in the
process of acquiring written resignations from retired members.
In addition to last weeks allocation
requests, National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) will ask for funds
for diving and wrestling. Dr. Robert
Bronzan, athletics director, will speak
at 5 p.m. for the ellocation and discuss
future plans for the Athletic Department.

’DEFINE FACTS’
"The position of AS. government,"
Edwards explained, "is simply to define
the facts of the case and let the students decide what to do about it."
A.S. Personnel Officer Randy Kern
outlined student government’s attack.
effort
three-pronged
said
a
He
being made: an on-campus information group, an off-campus Wernertion group, and information committees
in the college departments planning to
go into classes to discuss the imbue.
"We need a lot of help in getting
information out," Kern said. "We can
use as much student help as we can get.
People who are interested should contact me in the A.S. offices on the third
level of the College Union."
A brief address by Dr. Rutherford
capped the meeting.
’I think you know the facts, my
being hired on Feb. 26 by President
(Hobert) Burns, and being fired the
next day by Chancellor Dumke," he
began.
’WIDESPREAD’
Repression is widespread. My case
.s dramatic, but what is happening
on other campuses is not as dramatic,
but is fundamentally as bad.
"Al San Francisco State there are
people being let go for non-academic
reasons, non-tenured people. All the
non-tenured strike leadership at San
Francisco State is not being rehired,"
Rutherford continued.
"We here at SJS thought we had en
iron-clad non -reprisals aereament . . .
Immediately following the strike we
found out that it didin’t exiek."
Concluding, Rutherford said: "I want
to end with a plea. This campus should
orient itself to the community
We
sit here like a giant fortress on the
edge of one of the worst educatiinal
systems in the state of California .
It’s absolutely essential that the campus orient itself to the problems of the
eastside community."
Rutherford received a standing ovation when he finished.
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Editorial

Save the Draft?
..-1...t..s.
.

infOrinatiOn.
’I he Spartan Daily advocates full cooperation. beginning today. with this venerable and fair system.
lire’s a starting point. An often ignored section of the draft law directs all
men of draft age to notify the Selective Service of any and all changes that may
affect their classification. This includes any change of health, change of address.
or inclination to seek conscientious objector status.
lit’- shin% middle -.America that, despite all our griping, we’re ready and willing
to compl
ith all sections of the Selective Service Act.
Don’t just go through the motions by answering the board’s letters and questionnaires. Volunteer any and all information which you believe to be pertinent.
Ih.n’t forget colds, which may have been hazardous to your health. Don’t forget
ehanize of address when you go on weekend outings or home to see your
pa r.ot-. knd %hen you read a hook or pamphlet which affects your thinking
.’s 1’1 I ng the war or religion. be sure to send a copy to your local board. It is only
in this manner that draft officials can have a clear understanding of your status
and your feelings about the system.
lit other words. start today and keep those cards and letters flowing.

It I

By CRAIG TURNER
When you go on your vacation this sum.
our be careful what you write home. Big
Brother may he watching.
kceortling to respected columnist Marquis Childs. the government has authorized the opening of mail from overseas
without the reeipient’s permission.
new dircetive WaS confirmed by a
Post Office spokesman, hut he said it was
"not intended to he used on personal
1111111,
ha ha.
The nmst absurd thing about it is that
Any po-tal clerk can refer any piece of
4,,er-eas mail to the Customs Bureau of
the Treasury Department. There is no need
to -how probable cause, a search warrant,
.111thing beyond the Vague suspicions
t . postal clerk.
lohn Mitchell strikes again.
bi- lieW invasion of privacy is just one
mon. part of Mitchell and President

Last Chance
By HARVEY GOTLIFFE
Lecturer, Advertising
M. hat do you do next, world?
...Cr.- nine months pregnant
lid alanit to give birth
many millions more
1 III year, next year, forevermore
lw hearing more
But can they bear
’Ube air. The ’Water. The land
on ’t --taint for anymore
So. what do you do next. world?
You can’t fight it alone
N\ lilt a shallow voice
’1r Oil Call scream at the air
But it will choke in your lungs
iicol von ran splash the water
But you’ll drown in the mire
lel you ran kick the ground
If you. can find the space.
s., We’ve got to do something
That’s we, you and me
And we’ve got to do it now
If it really matters, anyhow
If we don’t and won’t
Then forget about tomorrow
’Cause that’s our burial day
Under a pile of filth
’Neath a stale yellow sky
With blackened streams
That float right by
Well be buried alive.

Nixon’s insidious "law and order" administration.
Added to the expanded use of bugs and
wiretaps, the "no knock" search warrants,
and "preventive detention" without bail,
the new regulation is a further example of
political capitalization of the current
mania over crime that is turning the FBI
into a semi-gestapo.
Meanwhile, the U.S. Chamber of Cornmerce, which has offices across the street
from the White House, is pressuring President Nixon to withdraw support from one
of the few progressive proposals he has
made -- the family assistance program
in his welfare reform package.
Raising the usual cries of "creeping socialism," the businessmen are rallying
against this first step toward a guaranteed
annual income.
As if all this isn’t enough, it turns out
that Mr. Nixon is lying to the American
people with monotonous regularity about
Laos, and is in danger of falling into the
same kind of credibility gap that swallowed Lyndon Johnson.
Perhaps publisher Walter Ridder, who
also heads the Washington bureau for the
Ridder group, puts it best. Addressing student journalists at SJS last week, he was
asked if he thought President Nixon is
"sincere."
"Oh, I think he’s sincere all right," Rid’
derreplied, "the question is, he’s sincere
about what?"
*
*
Notes on the governor’s visit to San Jose:
The "press conference" wasn’t a press
conference at all, but a 10 minute briefing.
The Hyatt House is guilty of overplaying
the whole thing.
Some of the trappings of the movie
world still cling to Ronald Reagan: he
always wears makeup, to look tanned before the television cameras. He also carries
his own "laugh track." Whenever he at.
tempts a joke, all of his security guards
guffaw heartily.
The near-fanatical hatred of Israel that
SJS Arab students exhibit raises several
questions, but I will ask just one.
Why is it that when the United States
sells jet planes to Israel it’s imperialism,
but when the U.S.S.R. gives tanks to the
Arab nation., it’s helping Third World
people?
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I he lime has come to let bygones be bygones and begin to cooperate fully
I; the selective Service System. After all, what have we got to lose?
ears. the nation’s youth have been half-heartedly complying with the pro.
whenever
here, a letter there
% - inns of the Selective Service Act a form
tunic and inclination permit. Yet, wars get bigger and better, draft calls get
larger. quotas become harder to fill, and the system blunders on with greater inefficienry each year.
If we are to keep the draft from dying of its own weight. there is only one
ansuer -- complete and total cooperation with the letter of the law. No more
ilauill ing around waiting for the opportune time to communicate with local boards.
If lAr hid ie e there is something the draft board should know, it’s our duty to con N.
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s’ittall3Isr"s...lieti council members aren’t
talking directly to ,0111(.01/e through oral
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Staff Comment

Support Anti-Draft Week
By KAREN PETTERSON
This week, March 1G-20. is -officiallyAnti-Draft Week. so it We in- an appropriate time to take a hanl look ;It that Vete
erable institution - Selective service.
For too long, derisilms, of (trait looards
have decided the fate of too many young
men. President Nixou’s feeble attempt at
the lottery numbers
"draft reformgame - - did not in any Way improve the
system: it merely juggled the order in
which the victims were chosen.
Forced conscription during peacetime is
basically "un-American." Aside from the
moral aspects. thi system of conscription
that exists in thi- country is economically
unsound, as Is -I as monetarily unfair to
draftees.
A leading economist. Milton Friedman,
has termed the draft a "tax" imposed on
being the differyoung men this tax

a
ence between the allitalllt for
dr.ifte.. ,..4.14111,ie served vt)luittarily utuiit
the 1-15 1... aetually receives. liii. hidden
LI\Iii ul1011i ..1(1 !WE .’ellt ()f
1.10Ielatiid cis Hiatt itti-ome of draftees.
"IDraft ref...in- al.surd - it’s time for
N ix4.11-appoinit-(1
-.q.t.
draft
..ped a plan for all aileontini I. I
This plait Y%t)11141
s ohm., r
itertnit till;
I1l 1111 (111 itall
.1 authority ex1471. v.111-.1
I..-r Nixon :tilt’
pire-. ’t 1.4
’II
I ul Ill is 1.1111.1.
11111 II, .11101
t.
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Of Yesterday
By WENDY HELLER
I used to think that today went on
forever. and that the shades of the
dawn stay. -.1 the same. I thought that I
would alWaS heel the things 1 ft-It,..
and that lime flavored snow-cones
wouldn’t I’Ver melt . . . and the unhindered smiles that I smiled would
never change their name.
But now that the flower lady on the
corner has died, and a million youthful truths have lieen falsified ...
I see that today is only tomorrow’s
yesterday, and that the poems that life
promised ... can so easily be chased away.
I used to think that tweuty years made
baseball
you wise, and that back
dreams might come true. I thought that
my friend...
Roger Wald would lulls IS
and that s mer vacation wouldn’t cver
end ... and the farthe-t I would trill ,1
was to the Griffith Park Zoo.
But now that the oak in the front yard
has begun to rot, and the house acne,
. I.1.1
the street is a parking lot
that today is only tomorniw., y,-tcrday.
and that the springtime that V(e 1101(1
can so easily tont cold and slip aysay.
used to think that watches were only
toys. and that time only mattered on T.V.
I thought the Lone Hanger would ahvays
save the day ... that we’d never trade our
blue chevrolet ... and I would become
whichever heroine I chose to be.
Bin now that Roger Wald has a uniform
and a war, and the Lone Ranger isn’t
I see the dreams
even shown
that are once so strong .., can so
easily open their eyes and fade away.

anymore.,,

But some how I still do know this, even
though March has become July ... Today
for us has no midnight ... we’ll love each
other ’till we dia,

Thnt7;,!_f:! Parry
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Editor:

This letter is addressed to students like
myself, wit,) are slowly but surely getting
disgusted with the I idiculous events that are
happening here at SJS.
Every day I read the compounding events
which are beginning to make SJS an intellectual mockery and a political circus.
The attempted control of the Spartan Daily
by A.S. Colin,;: v
or:believable; the firing of
inine mi.:take, and now,
Dr. Ruthe:
,’ tuition at SJS!
the strong is
ry(ate (including you
I think it. die-hard c.::
I am one oft to
N GOING ON
ask:
HERE?"
.
!,rit.s who were
I’m
disturbed
r
.,t
seizure of the
Daily, who felt the Man’ ,11 Dr. Rutherford
was unfair and sttipid, and to you students
who are going to be hurt by the tuition and
hurt had.
If you fall in this category. I ask you to
become involved on this campus and help
change it constructively for the better, before
this college changes for the worse.

John

Severini
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But these Spiro Agnew,: have power!
- liii’s can freeze funds and all sorts of neat
things. They- can even afford a popcorn
entlor flashing through the meetings to
-ell his wares.
.1.141 then there is the irrepressible Noreen -Mother’. Futter. Though on and off
eouncil for years, and eurrently off. the
Mother still thinks she is all-powerful and
make- herself known (loud ly) fromm the
She still thinks she’s queen and
runs the show. She reminds me of Gig
You n
in "They Shoot Horses Don’t
Thev ?"
It’s really too bad for the Daily and the
snub -tit body that a photographer cannot
LIV, Ii- at meetings to capture the utter
11011S1111S1( pouring from emitted with monotonous regularity and rapidity.
Council doesn’t even have a parliamentarian. hut awn one wouldn’t help.
AUDIENCE AS BAD
And the audience is almost as bad as
council. They don’t mind gabbing while
council gets down to business in those few
rare moments.
Last week council po,iponed making five
new appointments to it- body to get written resignations from those lucky enough
to be departed. This puts appointing new
members off to this or some other week
Will) might be able to ehange the council
to what it should be.
There are some who do try. Chairman
John Merz tries valiantly to make something of council. Jeff Pott: is another. But
they are a minority of intelligence in a
majority of nothing.
NO POWER
As Potts told council last week, it has no
power on this campus. No student does,
and he’s right. Ile explained the only
semblance of power council could wield is
through influence.
Actittg responsibly, with facts anti common sense, council could make SJS more
relevant to students and influence the decision-making process.
But the majority of Otis Student Council
will never be able to do that. You elected
them. When the 111‘W election comes, vote
them out.
But before you do. go against my advice
of staying away from council meetings.
Everyone likes a three-ring circus.

Remembrance
By MANt EL CLELINS
thank you carol, for woman’s breast against
my breast,
warmly soft against my breast
for the ender flood, eminating its infinity.
central pathos relaying ’long mellow
thighs’
for your hands ... softly precious, meandering of playful fingertips
for your hair ... unruly maverick strands
that spring back always,
nudging tightly at my lip’s corner
for breathing of sweet wann gusts against
my cheek,
rhythm patterns of loving’s dance
for hips so different from my- own, weaving, undulating their magical spell
for lips that moistened plead for my
surrender
and how can I describe your smile, that
bright convergence when
the universe erupts in goodness?
and because you have been, I am wealthy
for 80 long
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The president of Bank of
America warned those in attendance at the annual Film cholders’
meeting in San FfdlICitis’s, that
destroying academic trecdom and
restricting the right of dissent is
not the proper method of combatting anarchy on college earnA. W. Clausen, referring to the
burning of the corporation’s Isla
Vista branch in Santa Barbara,
said the tendency of many c.f our
citizens to seek to IMMO) the universities for the actions of the
i!,o1 the solution
violent few,"

to campus
thst tae
.
Clausen can-.
Bank of Arne:
est respect fo 55
of America, h,11
eats, asses:ars
violence by ais.
in the nation. a nther it
he in
Isla Vista or LaMar. South Carolina.

Asylum
The two SPI,1111
the U.S. freighter t
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Cambodi
harbor
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I:
S yester.
head of
I. t.’,;:abodia,
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..
of the
I.
i
s
i
Ministry
; in the Cambudian eapiPhnom Penh.
t
The frieghter was seized by
the two crew members last weekend ail the southern tip of South
V ietna ns.

Forrth Threat
Bu.
e: iSngraving and
.5: ..ng ii, Washington, D.C.,
was evacuated yesterday because
0: a bomb threat.
The building. where U.S. paper
I a;:.
-:amps and bonds are
r:
, is evacuated after tus
ng telethone call that
sa explosion would take
n 11 R.M. and 1 p.m.
i
was found. The day
he bureau was sent
1..10 noon.

Muslims Move
The Black Muslims are leaving
a plot of land in Ashville, Ala.,
and moving across the state to
set up another farm, after 63
head of cattle died mysteriously
in recent weeks.
The land stas adjacent to acreage owned by the Ku Klux Klan,
who claimed they were there "to
keep a watch on them."
A test of two cows showed
they died of calcium arsenic poisoning. Elijah Muhammad, leader of the Black Muslims, said
yesterday in Chicago, "we don’t
want to be anywhere we are not
wanted."

Cambodian Aid
5k,, I’m Vietnamese artillery was
reported to have gone to the aid
of Cambodian soldiers yesterday
in an effort to drive Viet Cong
forces from Cambodian soil.
U.S officials said it was the
first time that South Vietnam
soldiers have cooperated with the
Cambodians in action against the
Viet Cong.

Yorty To Run
Los Angeles Mayor Sam Yorty’s decision to run for the Democratic nomination for governor
was met with disappointment
yesterday by Legislative Democrats who felt Yorty’s candidacy
will hurt the chances of previously announced candidate Jess
Unruh.
Meanwhile, Gov. Reagan expressed surprise at Yorty’s decision to run, but said that
Yorty’s candidacy will have no
effect on his own campaign for
re-election.

"MAGNIFICENT ART OBJECT? ’These are the remains of a
1962 Rolls Royce, originally purchased for $12,000, following an
accident in the SJS garege Mcnd.,y night. The Rolls, described
by its owner as a "magnificent art object," was one of two
parked cars involved in the accident. Damage hat been approximated at $22,000.

Employment interviewers
Listed for Summer Jobs
Retires: nt 5.; s
lowing comp :ilk
tions will be on
the month of Apri;
students for summer cm,.
1. Standard II,.
April 1, All Busin;
2. Colgate -Palma,.
15, Mechanical s.
cal Engineers.
Industrial Man
U.S. citizenship
to f f 3. Sauter Labs-I Is.
:lel 17,
man LaRoche. At’ .
s. 15 ei for
summer marketin
:WisAdvertising.
s
ing and
4. Redwood isiaa: I; Council
Campfire Girls Inc.. April 21,
must possess skills in sante’ float
jobs, arts-crafts, and outdoor
cooking. All maims.

a:panics Inc., April
16. Stmen, ; Management Training Program, U.S. Citizenship re’aired.
6. Guarantee Mutual Life In’ Co., April 21, Sales in
.101 University Program
n.is:;55. All majors.
7 County of Santa Cruz, April
Summer Camp, Art majors
ani Music majors.
Interested students are encouraged to sign up at the Student
Placement Center, 122 S. 9th St.,
Bldg. AA, in advance to secure
an appointment with the rePresentatives.

Buckle Boots
Toboggans
Ski Racks
Parkas
Stretch Pants
Saucers
Toboggan Boots

FRONT
SKI SI1011

ifiEi)

434 S. FIRST
292-5585 SVN .1( )SE

swiping

a 1966 Rambler and
crashing into a 1962 Rolls Royce
parked in the faculty section of
the Parking Garage.
The officer was preparing to
leave the garage, when the ac
celerator stuck while the car was
in ’reverse.’ Unable to stop, the
car backed through the area, according to Campus Security Chief
Earnest Quinton.
No one was reported injured.
The silver cloud Rolls Royce,
said to have been purchased for
$12,000, belongs to an SJS psychology professor. The owner
commented that "it’s a magnificent art object and it’s just too
depressing to talk about."
Quinton said the security officer’s car was extensively damaged. The Rambler belongs to an
assistant management professor.
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Representatives of the Student
Bar Association of Georgeton

A

I

cent’s: re junior, L’oltt

e, ads ertising because
don’t get
’’liii y thing there’s no future for
L.:, hi it."
market for Block pro:, rising but you’ve got to
knots the people. Black people
isrsi
anl inst

to buy just Black prtslucts." explained Cole.
Cole hopes to pf,We tO Blacks
that they can be successful in
fields like advertising.
"My main function is to get to
Ithick
" 515! c!

Law Center, who believe law schools should be focal
points of "radical social action,"
will conduct undergraduate stuUniversity

dent interviews in room 10 of
Bldg. Q today from 2:30 - 4:30
In a statement forwarded to
AS. officials, John Clement Kolejeski, president ol the student
group, declared that the association is making a concerted effort
to recruit "activists, women, and
Third World people" to carry out
the objectives of their program.
"Our hope is that we can talk
to Movement -oriented (radical
social action) people who have
not made up their minds about
what to do after college. We hope
to persuade them that studying
law is not instant co-opting. We
want to convince them that they
can transform the law schools
into places relevant to the needs
of the people. The burden of
proof is on us: they will interview us," he stated.
"Legal training is a skill the
Movement needs. In the ’70s, the
repression can only continue. . .
lawyers cannot stop calculated
repression; but they can throw
up roadblocks which gain valuable time."
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COLLEGE EXPENSES?

I /1.1.1111.

Making ends meet today can be a tough job ...
especially since the cost of education is alv
RISING. Here’s is way you can "heat" COLLEGE EXPENSES anti still find time for
campus activities!

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY

SPARE TIME EARNINGS
Show our big, Full Color MASON SHOE catalog to your friends, family, and fellow students.
Take orders during your SPARE TIME --evenings, weekends, after classes, etc. -and earn
any amount UP TO S1GU PER WEEK. For
each order you collect a deposit -which is your
proilt-before sending the orders to us. No
waiting for check, no cashing problems! You’ll
find that comfortable, gmahluoking MASON
SHOES are both competitively priced and easy
to sell.

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED
...

EASTER CARDS

South
10th

Candy

Street

*

Gifts

E. William

Free Gift Wrapping
The Place To Go!
518 S. 10th

PRESCRIPT10:1.’;

and, it won’t coot you a penny. We send
You eveiything that you need to begin takine
orders immediately. PLUS, Sc,, get FI:Ek
SHOES FOR LIFE for as few as 5 saii-i a
month.
....
.....,
.........
....., .,,
I VICTOR MASON
MASON SHOE ME?, CO., Dept.
! IChippewa Falls, Wis, 54729
1 OK’ Show ’ashow I can make any amount up to SI00 a I
ii week and still find time for campus ottivaies. RUSH FREE’
wordna.1 !he, .cnotitpu.bnati.uriF.RWSthHiOngESI need to start selling MASON SHOES and earn I
FOR LIFE.

H-794

college expenses the
way so MANY other I t4,,,,...,.
STUDENTS have
done!
H-794

MASON SHOE MFG.
Sept.
Cii,O0e ...I Falls
. lb. 54721

(please print)
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WHERE IN THE WORLD ARE YOU
GOING?
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EUROPE
Round Trip For Only

289

Ski Rentals
*
*
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A security officer’s car took a
reverse Monday evening, side-

March 1H, 1970

Student Law
Interviewers Minorities Scholarship Recipient
Here Today

YES
v. Can Jet To

McGurn Awarded
Gou!cl SchearsY0
Ken MeGurn, senior radioTV
major,
has
Wee
journalism
awarded a first annual William
Gould Scholarship for $100.
Mrs. Gould, widow of the former SJS journalism professor for
whom the scholarship is named,
presented the award to MeGura
at Sigma Delta Chi’s Deadline
Dinner, March 12.
Applicants for the scholarship
were judged on the basis of scholastic recerd, past awards and
need.

Rolls Royce
Gets Rolled

’ iesdss

Open until 9:00 tonight
Depart:
New York

Depart:
Oak.-LA

289

STUDENT SERVICES WEST INC.

ROUND TRIP TO TOKYO

199
;350

Available only to California State College students, faculty,
staff and their immediate families.
Contact:
LOIS DICK1NSEN
Bldg. BB
316 S. Ninth SC

Sponsored by the
Associated Students of
SJS through,
Student Services West, Inc.
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will be the first step to eventually carrying the project to the
suhurlis where the class hopes a
t taints union will he formed.
ending in a massive rent strike.
will be open to anyone
nit ,Tested in joining the class, but
on a controlled basis.
If council passes the propasal.
the fate of Tent City is In the
hands of Acting President Burns
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GOOD SEATS AVAILABLE

SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
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i 2 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
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building’s and grounds.
’’The actual date of completion
will be sometime later though,"
he achied. Allison, supporting Rot lingers statement, is hopeful of
a late winter or early spring 1971
optning.
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dance music and during band
break there will be a three-lelrget
race. Thg usual activities. basket:. 11 ping ising and swimmim:
also be available.

Saturday, March 21 8:30 p.m.

Dinner and drinks are inexpensive (small sirloin &
beef kabob: $3.75 ea.; and the best entertainment in town is sill free.
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goldsmith
Soloists
Kenneth and
Pamela Goldsmith
offering
Mozart’s "Sinfonia
Coneertane for
Violin and Viola".
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salkind
Soloists

Milton and Peggy Salkind
playing Mozart’s
"Concerto for Two Pianos,
in E Flat Major".

.,,s, SW; nue Caw" k 11,0 hatriebv
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salgo

enjoy yourself.
PM.
Friday, Marti: 20111. at
$3.50, $2.50, and :-I A. Tickets
Wendell Watkins Box Office in the
50 North Winchester Blvd.
Phone 296-7sMi.
Or ticke’s may he purchased
nite of the performance at the Sat%
Civic Auditorium Box Office.
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Car! er Athancernela
Training Requiremani

Sandor Salgo and the
San Jose Symphony Orchestra
performing the featured
music of "2001: A Space Odyssey"
(Also sprach Zarathustra).

coma
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Sherman Clay
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on IBM 360 Computer
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Military Drama

Lucy Paves the Way;
Rerui:s tStay

Brig’s Bold Brutality
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"lioggie in the Brig" will play
ton,gitt and tomorrow at 14,15
p.m in the Studio Theatre.
The Rehearsal and Performanti- class of the drama department is presenting the original
fall length play by William R.
SJS gratitude student.
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PAUL AND MARY
At the Civic

Pcter, Pi and Mazy Show
At Civic Auditorium Saturday

till

fol.
t ,
lie. a

There will be a discussion
after both performances that he
might use as a critical introductiOTI to his thesis.
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Nlar
s ei’s. the only
men:h.’,. of the group.
the t.o. instrumentally
Itichard Kniss.

Hash Gordon
Goes to Mars
urel and I!
in a wild
rip off entitled ’Way Out
West
Will Rogers in ’Bolan:
Buster Keaton in ’The Old
Ghwt. William S. Hart in ’Hell’s
hutges.’ and ’Flash Gordon’s Trip
It, Mars.: with Buster Crabbe,
the featured presentations of
Nocturnal Dream Shows at the
Palam ’Theatre in San Francisco
Fri ,la
and Saturday, March 27
:mit 2$ at midnight. The Palace
Theatre is located at Columbus
and Pi,well streets,

The play concerns an Army enlisted man. Private Hinkle, who
after going AWOL is held three
days in a Marine Corps brig
while waiting for the Army to:
pick hint up.

S.J.S. BRIDGE CLUB
With Duplicate Play

RED FRONT
SURPLUS

KSJS Log

2 Lk Down Sleeping Bags
loll Cover
Hipstop

LESSONS: 7:30 P.m. 8 P.M.

Game Beginnlng at 8 P.M.
STUDENTS: $.75
OTHERS: 41.00
11/7.E19.11 IN
THE COLLEGE UNION

JET CHARTER
TO LONDON

$135

ONE WAN
LONDON-AMSTERDAM

$275

(415) 392-8513
OR WRITE
ctiARTER FLIGHTS
99S 1,11RKET ST.
SU\ FR \St:1SC. CA. 94103
Mull ins 1570 charter Illeht schedule

"YOUR SURPLUS
SUPERMART"

NAME

434 SO. FIRST ST.

STREET
CITY &

297-1764

ZIP

POPULAR BOOKS
NOW AVAILABLE
GRAPEFRUIT

(HARD COVER)
Works and drawings by Yoko Ono
Introduction by John Lennon

NAKED CAME THE STRANGER
PERILS OF THE PEACEFUL ATOM

f./a: ITER SAI.EVGS FOR MARRIED
\TS
STf
Placement GUARANTEED regardless of driving record.
Priyment Plans to fit YOUR budget.
No Additicnal liability charge for SPORTS CARS.
I.10 MEMBERSHIP FEE required.
Li messed by ne State of California Dant of insurance.

,

CAL BOOK
i34 E. SAN FERNANDO

404 South 3rd St., San Jose, Calif.

A Startling Demonstration and Discussion of
ti*1

Extra Sensory Perception
Witchcraft
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America’s Leading Illusionist
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"UNMASKING THE UNKNOWN.’
is the title Mr. Kole gives to this intriguing presentation in which. among other
things. he will give a visible de
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some amazing predictions of the future which could affect the
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Morris Dailey Aud. Mar. 19, 8 p.m. Admission 81.00

’

Tickets ran

$1.25

By Richard Curtis & Elizabeth Hogan

DO THE DEAD RETURN???

4

,a

$ .95

A MOST adult book by Penolope Ashe

YEAR 01.1) SUNGLE MALE STUDENT
SAN JOSE AREA

!.0£1 28tt-!(,81

FROM OAKLAND
FIN

ROUND TRIP
For complete flight schedule
phone

Baffle Stitch
Stuff Bag Included S30.95
* Camping Equipment
* Bell Bottoms
* Peacoats
* Fieldcoats
* Jackets

8:00 NEWSLINE. BiU Jordan and Tom McGuire
report the news from
around the world.
6:10 SPARTAN SPECTRUM.
News
from
California
College
campuses with Jeanette Ruff and Ken McGurn.
6:25 SPARTAN FOCUS.
"Pigs or Policemen?"
The third of a fourpart series on SJPD’s
campus
beat
with
Mark Hutchins.
KSJS is located at 90.7 FM.
Tonight’s DJ. is John Miles

STI..1)LNT INSURANCE SERVICE

Beginning March 19

DW1141ii

SLEEPING BAGS

SAVINGS $62
1-:1

.i.vee, professor of
C. McBride is
the teohnical director and costumes are by Nedra Abono.
Tickets are available at the
College Theatre Box Office from
1 to :1 p.m. today and tomorrow.
Adlith,ii9E1 is .50 cents. The Studio
Theatre is located inside the
Speech and 1)rdina Building
Paul W

lit’.

Itra

The brutality and language are
approprate to the play, but may I
be offensive to some people. The 1

SPECIAL
STITDENT AUTO INSURANCE
21

for

Craig has suggested that anybody who might get "squeamish"
not attend.
Private Hinkle is being played
by Phillip Fouts, Sergeant Foreman by Tom Oleniaez, Corporal
Boville by John Weldon. Corporal
Stalls by Martin Weenity.i, Major
Cook by Richard Brown, Chaplain Cohen by Kenneth Per.!/
Sergeant Scroggins by
and Sergeant .1, -..:
NI,lir,de,
by Russell Coppo.
The production is directed 1:

AN AVERAGE OF 43’i SAVINGS ON ALL AUTO
INA RANCE IS REALIZED BY PARTICIPATING
QUALIFIED STUDENTS

Pic!
.
1 .

reeommended

play is not
children.

be purchased in the Student Affairs Ilusines,. ()ffire.
7th Street or at the door.

EMS
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Two Tourneys Highlight Busy
Week for Spartan Golf Team
i1.

II ,111 be
held at kart Washington, begins
Friday. March 20,
The Spartans then come home
t-i the San Jose Cotintry Club to
host L.A. State, March 23.
SJS pr:ked up its sixth win
Mondas with an easy 2612-ds win
over wioamesie, More hnportant
is the Spartans seining a 1310.
deadlitek against powerful
F,:esno State, Friday, March 13.
Spartan Jim West, who took
inedalist honors for the day with
a one under par do. secured the
tie with an uphill 50 foot birdie
ism on the final hole.
Lus Angeles State will be one
the tougher matches when SJS
puts its unbeaten mark on the
line In the revent Los Angeles
Slate Invitational. the Diablos
,iptured first place in both team
seat:es and the team partners
ehampionship.
The Diable’s. led by Steve poem, finished with a team score
uull whil. the Spartans ended
with

Sal.

..,.lay.

11’..1‘.
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CopieJ
410’

1 EACH

7#1fk.

Nt) NIININIt M ist 10 t:o 0’IEs I CEN’l EACII
3 cEvrs A mi ’ruts .m)
.1DDITION-11.
()NE PER PERSON

.180 s. 100 .CAMPUS COPY 205-7778
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YIKNG ON SALE NOW!

EVE

ATO, Theta
Chi Pick Up
Initial Wins

(arty Aims at Moilki Record
By LANE W.SI.LCT:
Dolly Sports ’Writer
’The 11101V running I do the
laster I get tor that .,ne race.
Cart k.
says SJS hurdler G

The "uric riieirr c’,.Cy refers
I,, is the coal he th:,,k, 11- can
it tioll.1 rec9rii
7’.71’
bill hurdles.
lane is 13.5

Fraternity league representaATO and Theta (’hi
tives
emerged victorious in the opening
round of the All -College basketball tournament. Monday.
ATO overcame at 32-21 halftime deficit to defeat independent
league runner-up Lucubrators
50-45. Dick Peraldo led the winners with 18 points while Paul
Dempsey added 14. Mike Duggan
paced the losers’ scoring with
19.
Theta Chi, led by Dave Galos’
22 points, nipped independent
champion Zoo. 46-45 Zoo led at
the half, 23-19. Gary Anderson
and Lee DeShong paced the Zoo
attack with 14 and 13 points respectively while Dave Mercer
helped Theta Chi’s course with 10

FltOM BEIIIND
In the int,Tined,ate hordles.
Carty came from five yards back
and third place at 30 yards to go
to win the race in a photo finish
with BoOdy Lee and Bob Mc1.ennan of Cal.
Despite trailing Into In the
race, Carty didn’t lose his confidence. On the second to last
hurdle he quickly cut a ten-yard
to seven. "When I cut it to seven
I knew I was stronger," said
ileurge.
"I’m building confidence to be
behind and still stay cool," Carty
noted.
Besides running the high and
intermediate hurdles. Carty has
lown running on the sorint relay
team and may see action in the
mile relay. George feels the
amount of running he does will
increase hi.: strength, which will
be necessary when several heats
are run in invitational meets.
Carty, who has been working
on his technique, needs to improve his Fpee,I and his start.

In the lower division championship game, the Dirty Derelicts
outscored Sunshine Boys No. 2.
57-47. John Harper, with 20
points, and Vic Convertinu, with
IS, led the winners’ attack while
Steve Zoller paced Sunshine with
15.
Volleyball entry form.s are due
Friday in MG 121. Other intramural entry deadlines are: swimming, April: fast pitch softball.
April 8 and slow pitch, April In.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT

"When he improves his start
he’ll be able to run with anyholy," said Winter.
Carty will run against some of
;he best hurdlers in the world
when the Spartans meet the
Texas Striders April 11 and the
Southern California S t r iders
A pril 18.
In what he calls "one of the
host meets of the earl)’ season."
Carty will run against world roe-I holder Willie Davenport of

STUDENTS
ALUMNI
Just present your sisi, or ASB card

MOVIE & STILL
* Supplies
* Cameras
* Projectors * Equipment
DEVELOPING- PRINTING

IresEVEMIIIU.ETPMaillir9

REDUCTIONS

Can jo-3e
Camera Chop
145 SOUTH FIRST
Prompt end Courteous Seirriois

F ALAM
BINOS
to
WITH
C.INGS
USED
PURCHASE O
W Ii
IN RENTALS
USED SKIS
W161111111SWPWIRINIM10311163126Jermipme
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FAMOUS BRAND
QUILTED -HOODED
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SPARTAN HIGH HURDLE
SPECIALIST George Carty
clears a hurdle in his come-

THE ACTION MAN SLACKS

SKI PANTS
FAMOUS BRAND

Formeily in Rental

from-behind win in the 120yard high hurdles at Cal Saturday (above) and devises some
impromptu headgear after
winning against Stanford (below right). Carty also runs the
intermediate hurdles and the
sprint relay. Carty was both.
ered with injuries last year but
has set a goal of a world
record of 13.2 seconds this
season.

-It will be a very competitive
race," predicts Carty. "I’ll have
Ii) be tip."
George will also face some
strong competition against Southern California in Leon Coleman
(13:31, Paul Kerry (13.71, Gary
Power 113.61, and Tom White
(13.5).
"He’s got something to work
for," said Winter. When there’s
something to work for, George
Carty is at his best.
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BOYS
GIRLS
-LADIES
EPDXY
BRAND
NYLON
19" W M:NS LIM!TED SIZE!
2 99 i NEW
SKIS
1,6 SHELLS
EitifSEMBENZINErfEARUHREEISMJEMT4P-SAV.IWIRSIBBEir9r.-T...1,e-oztaSe..TABA9teussaaalfhilf
AFTER
TURTLE 1 on Thermai 1 I%A SWEATERS
HATS,
123* GIOVES
Ft.afr. rn:,,o,uss
cAps,
77
7";
:HE=
SKI
UNDeR.
BOOTS
UP T SHIRTS
WEAR
EA. to 19 99
TOCCS
MI
AralliraMilailiN,,- -

UP
3039"

UP

M-KINLEY OR SKIER

.,n

2 LB.
Reg.
69.50
21 lb. 54.99
3 lb. 59.99

RIP -STOP NYLON -WEIGHT 2 I POUNDS
PIMA NYLON -PARKA NYLON

7

ALSO
4 -MAN

RIPSTOP NYLON COVER
RIP -STOP LINED
EXTRA LONG BAGS IN STOCK

PACK FRAMES-RUCKSACKS-KNAP SACKS
WHITE STAG-NEWCO-DENALI-STANDARD, ETC

SUNDAY
MARCH 22 8 p.m.

999

SPECIAL BACK PACKERS A

MUMMY BAG 1
3 LB. NYLON. Rea. 34.99

r#7517reirgli

The fashion flair this
Spring is toward A-1
RACER’ FLARES, This
trend -setting action
man slack has the
famous Racer top,
flared bottom heel to
to slant and boot
slit. Now in the new
fall no-iron
Cosmopolitan
stripes ... 3
colors. $11

ICanteens, 99c. Scout Axn 99e; Lantern. 1.99; G.I. Shovel, 1.99; G.I. Mutton, 1.99;
Water Buckets, 99c; Knap Sacks, 99c; Gold Pans, 1.29; Cl. Mess Kit, 99C; Camp Stools,
99c; Tent Stakes, 15c: Macnettcs, 1.99; Ammo Boxes, 99c; Ponchos, 1.99; Pistol Belts,
99c; Hunting Knives- Rope - All Camp Accessories.
Station
Wagon
Pad
399

Cook Set
12 pc.

PORTABLE
JOHN

Alum.
Reg A9
195 1

Reg. ’797
6.95 L

STATION
Yr A1AN
Air
Mat- 299
tress
Reg. 5 95

LOS

R4FT

1399

New
2 -Man
34.99

BASEBALL fel
GLOVES
r

I/2

LIFE JACKETS
4179
BOAT CUSHIONS A

WATIR SKIS

9.79

OH

Tennis Rockets
Badminton Sal

Rog
995

99

G.I. TYRE
COTS

up

699

Sizes 27 - 38

GUNS
from BAG
GUN CASES __Iron Lie
GUN SACKS ___ hem 2.99
VIDTGUNS
_
29.911
2, 21155
16.99

MEN’S and WOMEN’S
STARTER SETS

’7:AA LFE
1GOL

LEFT

RIGHT

LEFT HAND & JR

5999

GOLF SHOES ’Sri:1:n 99 i (ARTS

99

34.99

9 IR ON SETS
REG. 178 00

7999

"go}

5olf
Rails

9.99 I BAGS 5.991 ’Xi:Rs

MOUNTAIN VIEW
,

’ledges
Ve‘4ods

1299 El CAMINO
YORKSHIRE 7.5709

OPEN SUNDAY 10 TO 5

C99
Jup
9.99

st 5 I o

199
Doz.
99c

OPEN Q
DAILY TILL

111111/

SATURDAY 9

6

TICKETS: $4.0045.0046.00

SAN JOSE
BOX OFFICE
912 Town & Country Village

2 4 6-1 I 60

ACCOUNTANTS
LENKURT has an informal job rotation system allowing the beginning Accountant to gain a working knowledge of all phases of the Accounting
System before assuming a managerial position!

199

*pup

JJI Driver Iron 6.941

WOODS6CH

IIIMImrs am’

Pro Clubs

A.3 WOODS
HAND
119.50
COMPLETE SET REG.

5 Iron
2 Woods
Limited Supply2 9
RIO $69.50

Puffer
& IRONS

SAN JOSE
CIVIC AUDITORIUM

Become involved in the
flmance Function at LENKURT!

Hmid Guns-All Types

PRO

RACERn
FLARES
F1-1

KETTMANN’S
1530 E. SANTA (TAR Si’.
BETWEEN 31Ft AND 33rd
OPEN DAILY 9:30 TO 6:30---THURS. ’TM 9
.41111:32

.41

’RUNS WITH ALL’

PAC U LTY

FINAL

and his eeason best is 13.9, don’t
het that the confident Carty
ssain’t reach his goal.
’’I l’s a fantasia. competitor."
i;itys SJS conch Bud Winter.
"When the chips are down George
I. .!ways in th.,re."
dennaistrated the quail%Vint. r descidies in last Sat met at Cal. Carty was
,
h halfway through
tut came on
, l’aCT.

111

lintAmoicao

LENKURT ELECTRIC, located on the beautiful
San Francisco Peninsula, is the largest independent
producer of Communications Transmission Systems! Lenkurt is an equal opportunity employer.
ON -CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
MARCH 19 & 20 (Thursday & Friday)
Contact Placement Office
to arrange appointment

LENKURT HEC111/C
GENERAL TELEPHONE

L. LJIRONICS

master charge
1105 Courty Rud - San Carlos, California 94070

41

Rifle Team VHor;ous

Santa Clara Next
SJS Nine Victim?
Its KEN 1.1.-TrilV
Daily Sports Editor
After pulling out a 5-4 victory
Tuesday over University of San
Francisco in a wild ninth inning
SJS’ baseball team goes under the
lights tonight for the first time
this season against cross-town rival Santa Clara in a 7:30 p.m. encounter at Buck Shaw Stadium.
Coach Gene Menges’ nine. tam
11-2, will bank their hopes against
SC1.’ on southpaw Gary Houston
12-01. The Broncos. defendin(
West Coast Athletic Conferenci
champions, are 9-6 in overall
action.
The Spartans pulled out their
victory Tuesday with two out
and nobody on, after the Dons
had tied up matters in the top of
the inning by scoring a pair of
runs.
Shortstop Tom Corder, who,.
MP

had one of eight SJS singles,
reached first on an error by his
USF counterpart. Then, catcher
Mike Hazelhofer. who entered
the contest with six game-winning hits, smashed a single to left.
Corder continued on to third
when the USF leftfielder juggled
the ball, and s,x)red when losing
pitcher Mike Castro attempted
to throw out Hazelhofer going to
second.
USF had salvaged a tie in the
top of the ninth after back-toback singles and a sacrifice had
loaded the bases. On a continuing
play, one run crossed on a fielder’s choice and the tying run
came across when first basemen
Tom McLachlan threw wild to
the plate.
The Spartans, who continue to
win with a minimum offensive
attack, had two Infield hits

VAI\111’
fr-
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SPARTAN DAHN-7

At No. Cal Tourney
SJS rine
nataand
and individual honors
,,
.
weekend in winning the N"rtherii
,ottad of
California Intercoaeo,),.
Conference Invitational t, :11
Li .
The Spartans’ Doh Knight and
,
Debby Lederer, with individual
scores of 281 and 276, respecticly, led SJS to a team hign 13:12
points, beating runner-up Uni.stnio-d27.
eL
and
versity of California by 33 p
autvidual
er-r.
Other NCIRC squads particiti,,
scorin
it:I:airy- totting were USF and University
of California at Davis.
SJS, which placed thirteenth
in the nation in 1969, liased lin a

AL ARIZA
among thier total of eight. Gary
Cunningham, who swiped his
fourteenth base in 15 tries, along
with Hazelhofer and McLachlan,
chipped in two hits apiece.
Al Wihtol went the distance to
tack up his first win, evening his
mark at 1-1.
SJS came back from a 1-0 deficit with two tallies in the first.
Following a walk to Larry 1.intz
.ind a single by Cunningham.
Lintz stole third and scored on
Corder’s infield out. An Al Ariza
force out got another run behind
svalks to Hazelhofer and Rhoades.
After the Dons’ Steve Ginn- s
nochini tied it in the fourth with
a sacrifice fly, preceded by a ,
double and a balk by Wihtol, thell
Spartans regained the advantage
at 3-2 with a sixth inning tally
Pinch-hitter Chris Guenther
went all the way to third on an
attempted pickoff after walking.

Grid Squad Rebuilds Line
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the
second in a series of articles
concerning S.IS’ football recruiting program. Today’s subject : Junior college linemen and
linebacker prospects.
With the beginning of spring
football practice on April 4, a
host of new linemen will be
breaking in for SJS, freshly recruited from junior colleges.
The Spartans were hurt worst
by graduation in the offensive
line, and that’s where the main
emphasis of recruiting was
placed. All but guard George Benison were lost, and he may be
moved to center.
Altogether, SJS picked up 11
linemen, offensive and defensive,
in addition to five linebackers. All
are already enrolled in school,
and head coach Joe McMullen
hopes to have more for the fall.
With the new recruits the
Spartan gridders should have
more depth and size than last
year, both of which were major
problems.
THE LINE
Newly recruited offensive linemen include: Tim Muller, a 6-1,
220-pound tackle from San Jose
City College: Judd Carson, 6-4,
225 pounds from Grcesmont JC
and one of the more highly sought
after linemen in Southern California; Joe Trent, 6-3, 215 pounds
from Cabrillo; Tony Burdine, who
will play either offensive or defensive tackle, at 6-4, 220 from
Butte JC: Jim and Bob Teames,
twin brothers who are both 6-2,
205, and play guard, from College
of San Mateo; Ray Thompson
from Yuba College, 6-2, 240 who
KI=.4111.11011.

[WhatwhenDoyeYamixGet?
deep dark chocolate
hot pink strawberry
creamy rich vanilla
smothered with
crushed pineapple
chocolate syrup
fresh strawberries
and still more .

real whipped cream
nuts and a cherry?
why a

BANANA SPECIAL!
850
FROSTY FLOATS
Root Beer or Coke
400
CREAMY SHAKES
450

plays tackle; Steve Faulk, 6-0,
220 from Butte and a tackle; and
Dick Adams at 5-10, 190 from
De Ann.
The defensive line is strong in
returning starters, with tackle
Larry Lester the only loss. Returning are starting defensive
ends Tony Jackson (6-0, 200),
and Jim Grosso 15-10, 1901, and
part-time starter Phil Covington
(6-0, 180). In addition Bob
Hughes (6-1, 212), who started
at tackle all year, returns.

and soured on a wild pitch.
The Spartans upped their advantage to 4-2 in the eighth.
benefit ting again from sloplQ,
USF play. Rhoades, on via a
walk, advanced to second on
another futile pickoff play, got
to third on a pass ball, and
scored on Ariza’s sacrifice fly to
right.
That’s the way things stood
until the error-filled ninth inning
before the Spartans pulled it ,nit

SUMMER JOBS
Recruiting now thru March 20
and older
18
TOP PAY IN AMERICA’S
ALL YEAR PLAYGROUND

Looking far a
new car
for only V009.

French & French
Agency
290 S. Murphy, Sunnyvale
732-1900

.-I risk to Bohannon’s means exquisitely prepared

cuisine that is graciously served. Make reservations now
for an evening of dining elegance.

shoulder injuries last year.
New prospects include Junior
1401 South
Paopao, who is 6-1, 225 and has ,
good speed. He is a top prospect
at Alma
from Mira Costa JC and his hob- ,
by is weight-lifting. Also recruited were Mike Visser from San ’---Joaquin Delta who is 5-10, 190;
Brian VVarf, 5-10, 190 from De
Anza; Tim Alley, 6-0, 190 from
Mt. San Antonio JC and another
De Anza prospect, Rich Cummings, 6-0, 200,

HELPING HAND
Moving in to help are Robert
Edwards, a 6-2, 225 pound tackle
from Butte, and Bob Chiechi
from San Jose City, a 6-1, 210
pound tackle. Either Burdine or
Carson may also move to the defensive line.
Linebacker looks to be the
strongest position, with five players who started coming back and
five new JC transfers. The only
loss from graduation was Mike
Flemons.
Highlighting the returnees is
Dave Chaney (5-11, 2101, an honorable mention All-PCAA choice
even though injured midway
through the season. He has great
speed and was the team’s leading
tackler until injured.
Bruce Lecuyer (6-0, 220), who
took over for Chaney as leading
tackler, also returns as do Seymour Jones (6-3, 215), Larry
Stonebarger (5-11, 1851 and Brian Bernard (6-1, 1921. Jones and
Stonebarger both sustained

Lake Tahoe

For reservations

First

Phone 292-1266

You’ve cern to
the right ad.
And when you come to Bob Himsl VoNswagen
you’ll find you came to the right dealership. We
are in touch with your needs.
You won’t get any run-around at our dealership.
We’re here to help you with Sales, Service, Leasing, Parts or just answering questions.
Come in and take a look. We think you’ll like
what you see.
And also what you don’t see.

BOB HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN
1560 North First Street
Son Jose
286-8800

7th Annual
Europe
Jet Flights
Los Angelcs-Lorolon
Round trip
(Fur students, faculty and
staff only I

Spring Quarter Special
March 29-June 16 II wks. $225
Summer Flights
June 15-Sept. 22 14 wks. $295
June 2I -Aug. 21 9 wks. $295
July 5-Sept.
3 8 wks. $295

LTS Travel Service
4246 Overland Ave.,
Dept. B, Culver City,
Calif., (213) 839-7591
Local Rep. 286-6929

if you want a
summer job, call
Manpower..
The pay Is good.
You can work when you please.
The experience will help you later on.
That sound you hear is Opportunity, knocking.
If you’re a gal-and you have some secretarial
skills-we’ll put you to work. If you can type,

operate various office machines or handle some
stenography...knock knock knock.
If you’re a guy, you might want factory or warehouse work -indoors or out. We’ve got both...
and both can help you build up your experience
...and your bankroll. But we can’t call you...
so Call us. Knock knock knock.
In 400 offices throughout the United States
Manpower specializes in finding the right people to do the temporary jobs that have to be
done. We’ve been at it for 21 years, so we know
what you’re looking for. Why not deal with the
best. When you’re home on vacation come on in.
Knock knock knock knock.

MANF’ fiWE

5-

TEMPORARY HELP SERVICES

535 E. Santa Clara

As Equal essentiality Employer

Great Young Britain!
For the price of a stamp, well clue

you in on the British scene.
Naming names of the spots only
we local folk are "in" on.
We’ll tell you about our native
haunts. The pubs. Coffeehouses. Discotheques. Boutiques. And the like.
We’ll tell you where you can beddown for $2 a night, breakfast included. And chow-down for $1.
We’ll tell you about the "doings"
in the theatre. So you can see Broadway hits long before they break on
Broadway. (Tickets:

We’ll tell you about a crazy little
$30 ticket that’ll buy you 1.100 miles
of rail and boat travel.
And fill you in on all kinds of tours
planned especially for the college
crowd.
We’ll even show you how to make
it through Shakespeare country.
Even if you couldn’t make it through
Shakespeare in class.
We’ve got hundreds of ideas. All
wrapped up in our free book: Great
Young Britain. 20 pages big With
over 50 color photos.

It’s yours for the asking. Mail the
coupon. And see your travel agent.
British Tourist Authority

Box 4100, New York, N.Y. 10017
Send me your free hook: Great
Young Britain.
Name

-- -

College

-

Addrocs_
State

19
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Book Review Today

Spartaguide
TOD.%%’
K, 1230 p.m.. (’.1!. Diablo Room. Speaker and program planned.
Faculty Book Talk, 12:30 p.m.,
C.U. Umunhum Ii. ,orn Dr. Paul
of Tutorials
’ilk Almost Revolution: Frame 1968," by Priaulx
and

Unger.

thian11111 Theta Upsilon. 2:30
p.m.. Barraeks S.
International Week, 3 p.m.. Intercultural Center. 292 S. Ninth
St. Plans for International Week,
May 4 through 8, will lie disorgan iza t ions
Campus
cussed.
willing to participate in the International Fair or Food Bazaar
should attend.
C.I.

:

1:10 p.m.,
Iii,iussion

.

r
p.m.. t ’ I -C..I s

3,30
a- Room. Short

Et HOPE

business meeting. 6 p.m. Old College Union Parking Lot. Ninth
and San Carlos streets. 6:30 p.m.
Easter party at Children’s Shelter.
Young Americans for Freed
(YAF), 3:30 p.m., CH 162. Centennial Hall 162 is the location
of the meeting.
Tau Delta Phi, 730 p.m., New
College Building, 414 E. William.
Pledges must attend this important meeting.
Women’s Intercollegiate Basketball
plays Cal State
14*ward ;it SJS. 4:30 p.m. WG.
Public Relations Student Society tlf America (PRSSA), 6 p.m.,
icke;.’,. llyatt }louse, Ganien
Room, Palo Alto. With dinner at
7 p.m., all PRSSA members invited to attend Public Relations
Society of
America
IPRSA)
monthly meeting. Walter Gunther to speak on "People Pollution" in the Bay Area. Pay Rich
RIN1111. S5 for tickets at door.
student Committee for Lew
VI-Alois, 7 p.m., C.U. Dladmne
E
All interested students in, :I

One Way

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS
From Geneva to
San Francisco
August 4, 8, and 15

Do

It Yourself Jewelers!

Gem Mart

From Son Francisco to
Fran’tfurt - August 26

is your best

Stockholm - August 30

source

of supply for ...

Paris - September 7
* Lust teas casters and
rock hounds

A limited number of
spaces ore available to
faculty, staff, students of
The California State Colleges

* Largest stork of gems,
rhinestones, tools, gold.
and silver

Fare: $225 one way

of jewelry fillings

*

For information:
Office of International Programs
1600 Holloway Avenue
Son Francisco, California 94132
(415) 469.1044

Come In And Browse

1(05 W. San Cariti’,

’llllilIlltlltlllIlIllllIllIllllIlllllilllilllllllluIIlillIllilllflhtIlIliIuIIIIIlIIIiIIuIIIpII
GUITARS

GUITARS

GUITARS

OR RENT TO OWN
We have the largest
selection of guitars
and drums in town.
Guitar lessons are
also available for
your convenience.
Two Locations To Serve You
84 E. San F
298-5404

do

5161 Stevens Creek Rd,
248-9858
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Sierra Mb, 7:30
Coosinoan Roan. Meng’,
reminded to hring
shirts
TODAY AND TOMORROW
Music Department. 8:15
Music Building, Concert Ilall.
Symphonic Wind Band to perform free to all interested persons.
TOMORROW
Inter -Vomits: Christian Fellowship, 4:30 pm., New Wineskin.
10th and San Fernando streets.
Action group Bible study.
Angel Flight, 6:30 p.m., Memorial Chapel. Rushees to be initiated.
Es(’: Principlea
Hueutainil
7 to 9 p.m.. C.U. DtInles (’1 torn
7 n
Ilawidian Club,
,
Luau and other :::f,s.,.,
discussed. Everyone inset. I
Japanese tend Amettictin Sti.dent Organization (JA140), 7
p.m.. Building I. 292 So. Ninth St.
Japan Week to be discussed.
Women’s Physical Education
t’lub, 7:15 p.m., C.U. Pacifies,
Room. Or Bruce C. Ogilvie, tt
chology professor, to speak .
Financial Management Associanon. 7:30 p.m., Blurn’s Rostatirant. Town & Country VitiaTe
Finance executives I sin al, 1.1,try. government and hankarr a. ill
spea k.
Student NItibilization (’
it ten (SM(’), 7:30 p.m., C.U. (1:tanoan Room. Progress trport,
on Movie for April 2 and for
April 15 march.
Tau Beta Pi, 7:30 p.m.. C.0
Costanoan Room. General meeting for all incindx-rs.
Young Democrats, 7:30 p.ni
Registrar of Voter’s Office,
W. St. James St. Voter Islion elass 1., be offers’ I a..tered YOs.
1,12111).A1’
Disciplitutry Action ( 111,trit,,
’fearing on Dr. I.,:
a.ni to 5 p.m., Mot it; I
Open to the entire campu,.. x.
munity.
CONTINUOUS
Esporimental College: Vogit
ilnd Meditation, 7::10 p.m . 7’.
Hawthorne Way. San Is,,,
.raj Eva ngelos Ales on II.: al
speak. For more info ea!! 28,:
5487. Monday through Saturrloy
through May 9.
Friends Outside, 712 Elm St.
295-8033 or 300 S. 10th St. Volunteers desperately needed as
Brothers and Sisters as well as
special tutors.

’1.: it,
tilt 1.1,1!* of humanities, will review
Almost Revolution: France
s ’ at today’s book talk in the
Room.
’talon’ is peri
int riultiet inn to
Itips
ih
cvent, in the
ono
a
It nearly
’
morn.,"

P.m..

427 70112
See Europe with Professor Tansey
June 30 through August 11

satillts ii.
The book talk will cover ?hi.
events of the "revolution," sm.:of the educational reforms lir:
Istsed by students and some . ,planalions as to why the s: called revolution failed. This last
point. said Paul, may have a
great deal of bearing on some of
tho cur!wit events in America.

$1,225
$800
For

partan Daily

(entire European trip)
(tour in Europe)

Department ear call
contact Profe.,,ir Tansey. ..trt
ktisrir :2I 1 -eada, Es cuing. arid II 1,13,1,.

Class!’f

or

Visiting Critics
Begin Series
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u C. 95002.
LIGHT It’ $15.00 New - Size
.er used. Make offer. Call

1 t,-
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WE CAN HELP SPONSOR YOUR N’
Simply sx
.
, .7
- . it Ii, es for review. An
tc profit from your frn ;
Write The CONSORTIUM.
C::.-d-leras Rd.. Redwood City. CA.
_
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,

00. call 225-

b’I’1OLTA AL

-

SYSTEM

StEREO

(4)

Drink vending
t’me. Must have
Fcn-se. We train. Mr. Edwards
" --:-mery 9-11 a.m. 297-4228.
& Temp. babysitters & houseie 1. 1-1,th:dee Agencies.

REVIVAL - PUBttC WELCOt
I’d. ’,an
,ALENTED

’I2FT

,
SAME

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
2 bdrm. apt. w/2 others. $53/mo. I
block from campus. 287-4796.
MALE ROOMMATE - House $46.67
Fireplace, garden 2 bath 297-7497. 642
S. 211
ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment.
3
ftcrn campus. 465 Sc. 4th Sr.
$140, mo.

WANTED
*-- assist we part time by selling
.f.t,]b..ttng the NEW MIRELLE’ syn.
i in 34 colors. Commissions
.p per sale. For details con 253 1I01 (24 hr. ph.)
0 DANCERS WANTED, "Not
- Or part-time.
.
be 21. Inter292-2676 - THE
3 pm.
- 7 DLE, 328 S. BeOLCORI Avenue

":.) NOT BEI.IFVE IN 011C)STS

IF

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to shno
bdrm. furn. apt. on So. 10M. Ca,
2)7-1537.
ROOM for 2 or 3 people. Kitchen priv
-ries. $30.00 a month. 128 N. 10th St..
2)5-9772 Mrs. Bennett
WILLOW GLEN HOUSE 4 bdrrn. 2
Quiet. 10 min.
bath. 2 car garage. Qt.
from campus. 941-6521.
WANTED: Roommate . . . Could be
woman with school age child. Share 4
bdrm. apt. $100/mo. 241-3513.
FEMALE ROOMMATE: To share I bdrm.
apt w 1 other. $65/mo. 620 S. 9th *29.

d tables, F2E93-A37L4E2.
ROOMMATE needed to share
M
or. 293- 2 bdon. apt. with 3 others. POOL. 555
294-3678.
Se.
10th,
COMPONENTS - MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Own bed’
. -inble. Harman room in 2 bdrm house. Close to SJS.
1’7. 289.9410. 550/mo. Call 292-9725 after 5 p.m.
Pref. Upper div. or grad.

g.P:’,tissifitaft

R

AT

POSITIONS

LOST AND FOUND (6)

FOUND Black female puppy with brown
paws and chest. Mon. March 9, near
9th St. and Williams. Call 287-7828.
LOST: GIRL’S GOLD SAPHIRE RING.
3/9/70 from ladies room 2nd fl. Ed.
Rod. 225-4826 eves, or take to SJS
. Large reward for
St.c..-ities Off, .
n of sentimental ring. No questions.
wallet and check book in Mac’
BOY’S LOST
Hall telephone booth. 3,11, ur,
i
return, $ Reward,_251.3831.
3,I2;70.- Fe:
r.
Si- r
! LOST
iy hair, no col -
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SERVICES 181

.-Li5H MAJOR lore 3 bdrrn house
..-FmiTssh low rent for
2,7F 5345 after 4,30.
;ErtALE TO SHARE 1 bdrrn. lux, apt.
r
555(mo. 259-9676. Out
P,OCMMATE WANTED - 726
-10 mo. 2 bdrm. (urn.
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Three x
us., IIvisit S.Ic4
and pre,
,ympositim, tod,n
at R p.m. in the Newman Center
Moderating t he sYmposi"’
panel will be Dr. Peter Selz,
rector of the new Berkeley Ar:
Museum.
Participants on the panel ar.
Pierre Restany, a European or’
critic, and Kynaston McShine,
Atl AIR !),
Black artist and curator of the
Museum of Modern Art in NOW
York.
The symposium is the fit’st itt
a series of events spon-t.n.
.71
through the Visiting Artist l’,
gram, instituted by the SJS Art 69 ’YAMAHA 250 SCRAM8LLP.
Department.

(:
II

lectors! C.

0 BCDKINS
4.1

E F.M./BD and small salary to girl
wk -ends with lady
I 253,2904.
1E ROOMMATES, Share 3 bdrm.,
377.9235

AUTO INSURANCE -- Annual Liability
Rates - Married or Single Age 24 and
up $93. Married age 19 to 23 $147. Mn.
Toll 241-3900.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Accurate, Fast.
Can edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs. Aslanian-298-4104.
TYPING - thesis, term papers. etc.,
experienced and fast. Phone 269-8674.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast, Ac
curate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter. Phone
244-1.581.
RENT A TV OR STEREO OR TAPE
RECORDER: Free Service. No contract
Free Delivery in S.J. Call Esche’s 251.
2598

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

ieds

FOUND THAT SPECIAL someone yet?
. stions by Robert
r; J. 298-2308.
EXPERIENCED TYPING -ELECTRIC
Dissertations.
FrLp,:$
,.,
Mar an, Temberg, 1924 Harris Ave.
Jose.
San
C.eir 3011195
G ENERAL ELECTRIC APPLIANCES FOR
OVERSEAS USE. 220 Volt - 50 cycle.
Factory Mfq. major and small appliances.
Allied Export Distributors, 522 Merchant
Street S.F. 94111.
MEET YOUR PERFECT MATCH. 296-3533
CAMPUS DATING SERVICE $2.
OUTSTANDING TYPING - Selectric.
Term Papers, reports. manuscripts. Y.
Barker, 294.0076. Weekdays only 8-6.
AUTO INSURANCEas low as $109 per
year for married, good students. Alse
excellent savings for single men over 21.
Call George Campbell 244-9600.
WRITING A CHORE? Let me help you
with your term paper or thesis. Editing
and revision. 295-5606.
TYPING MY HOME - Campbell Area
-Electric Typewriter PICA Type, 37950913.
FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPHY for any
osrrssc Mc,cling environmental por
tmits. madel ccrnpos’tes weddings. art
pictures. Call Rich Kelso 286-1139.
TRANSPORTATION 191
CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE, $169
one w 55 - $289 round trip. Japan, $350
Contact Prof. Maga, 293-1033.
EUROPE - ISRAEL TRAVEL DISCOUNTS available to holders of the)
international student identity card. Fr
info, regarding travel discounts and purchase of card, CONTACT: International
Student Club of America, 11687 San
Vicente Blvd. *4, L.A.. Calif.90049.
1213) 843-5669. Or campus rep.: Fred
Black, 2536 Regent, Berkeley. (415) 843857.
EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS. Summer
flights: $2704325 roundtrip, $150 Oneway. Coordinator: Professor Frank Peal.
247 Roycroft, Long Beach 90803. 431;2179.
EASTER VACATION, Thumbing to L.A.
Would like female companion. Call Bruce
73, 0992.
ROUND TRIP FLIGHT to San Antonio,
$11n CONTACT PATE 295-2013.
Marsh 27.6 tc, March 31st.
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Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office - J206
MON.-WED.-FRI.
1 I - 1 - 1:30-3:30

66 VW

TUES.-THURS.

HONDA 150

9:30-10:30 - 2-4

sa 310 HONDA SCRA1’,.

(1:oke.
irange or
Hoot Beer)

More to eat, for only $1.00

5. $1309

Sr it It flit- coupon
EXPIRES MARCH (9

I1ED nAruz
S;Yth and Santa Clara

(lin. chickens
hale Ihe hest legs
in Imin

SPRING SPECIAL:
5c COFFEE

Send in handy order blank

Swin y

prtit

5-48

with the

RAYON & FLAX
SIZES 5-13
$11.99
MANY STYLES AND COLORS
USE YOUR BANK CHARGE
LAYAWAY PLAN
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Enclose cash or check.

0.1. and COMMERCIAL
5,0 coals, bell bon. r.,r,
;. ’,roam, camping
pn-fino gear, boots.
2- ’1 la St. Hours, 9-6.
,942.
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One day

Two days

Three days
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2.75

2.90
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r711CCIC A CLASSIFICATION
7 Personals (7)
Help Wanted (4)
f- Announcements (I)
t_ Services (8)
Housing (5)
Automotive (2)
.
Transportation (9)
, Lost and Found (6)
. Fur Sale (3)

I

Ext. 2465

---------------------------------------------------------No refunds on cancelled eds. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each Ilne)
Five days

CLASSIFIED RATES

’

Phone 294-6414.

Print Nome

For

Address

Enclosed is $

City

_Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JCSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to spew.

Days

